
 

Magic Ring Box (Red) by TCC

In the World of Magic, Love Takes the Spotlight. Magic Ring Box - Your
Secret Weapon for Memorable Moments.

The Ring Box introduces a touch of magic into life's most special moments,
especially marriage proposals.

Beyond its ceremonial role, the Ring Box facilitates the direct and magical
appearance of a ring within an empty box, adding wonder to the proposal
experience. This unexpected touch can make the moment more perfect and
memorable.

The versatility of the Ring Box extends beyond rings; it can also accommodate
various objects such as coins, card corners, and billets.

In the context of a proposal, the significance of the ring box is often
underestimated. While perceived as a mere container, a special ring box can
elevate the entire proposal experience, making it more unforgettable.

Elevating the Surprise Factor

A specially crafted ring box becomes a prelude to the big reveal. Presenting a
beautifully designed box captures attention and builds anticipation before
revealing the ring. This element of surprise transforms the act of opening the box
into a memorable moment, adding depth to the overall experience.

The ring box also serves as a lasting keepsake, preserving the sentimental value
of the proposal. It becomes a cherished item, holding memories that can be
passed down through generations.

Blending Magic and Romance

Introducing a magic trick to the ring box adds an extra layer of surprise and
enchantment to the marriage proposal.

You have the power to combine the allure of magic with the romance of a
proposal. The act of making the ring appear from thin air creates a unique and
romantic atmosphere, ensuring that the proposal is not just a moment but a
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magical experience.

Sparking Conversation and Storytelling

The magical aspect of the ring's appearance becomes a conversation starter and
a significant part of the love story. It provides an opportunity to share not only the
engagement but also the thoughtful and creative details of the proposal. The
magical ring box becomes a narrative piece that enriches collective memories.

Accessible to All Skill Levels

The Ring Box is designed to be accessible to individuals of all skill levels. One
doesn't need to be a seasoned magician to create a magical moment. The user-
friendly design ensures that anyone can effortlessly perform the magic, adding
enchantment to the proposal experience.

Specification 

Color options: Red Lychee Grain, White Lychee Grain

Materials: Plastic + Acrylic

Dimensions: 65mm x 70mm x 67mm

Weight: 115g

Ring size: Compatible with ring styles with an outer diameter of up to 23mm and
a width of 4mm

Note: All measurements are manually taken and may have slight discrepancies
that do not affect functionality.
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